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The

laruiQ eirch
By ['red J. Eart

In about flve
days from the time you receive this
Bulletin, we hope to greet many of you
folk who will be enjoying the Eighth
Annual lftidwest Convention of the National Health Fetleration at the Sherman lfouse in Chicago. September 10
to 13 are the tlates. This will be a very
important event, because many matters
of significance to your future health
and health freedom will be discussed.
Please do your best to be there.
Life Members, Attention: On one of
the days of the Eighth Annual Midwest
Convention a luncheon wi]l be held for
Chicago, Ilere We Come:

all life

members in attendance. The
luncheon will be "Dutch Treat" and it is
our hope that we will have a good attendance, since we have several items

we would like to discuss with our life

will be announced from the rostrum, but it tentatively appears that we will hold the
luncheon on Saturday at noon.
members. The day and time

Ltberty Stamps: We are pleased that
of our members were prompt in
sending in their Liberty Stamp donation, in response to our appeal. Many
thanks to each of you for your thoughtfulness and generosity. However, there
is much room for improvement, since
only 40 per cent of our membership has
responded as this is written. Our goal
was ten thousand clollars. If another 20
some

per cent of our members respond as well
as the 40 per cent have done, we will
reach our goal. We must reach the goal
in order that we may pay our just debts
and cany on with the Federation program. We a,re praying that those of our
members who have not yet sent in their
donation for Liberty Stamps will give

serious consideration to doing so at once.
Thank you.
This Issue of the Bulletin: We have

NATIONAL HEALTH FEDERATION
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prepared this issue of the N.H.F. Bulletin
in such a way that it can be used as a

membership getter. We suggest that
each member buy seven extra copies,
if he can afford to do so, and send them
to friends who are health minded, or
should be. You can obtaln seven copies
for one dollar.
Perpetual Memberships: In the October issue you will flnd a reproduction of the bronze plaque on which is
listed the narres of our perpetual members. This plaque occupies a place of

wall of the reception
of the Federation, in Monrovia.
You will note that the Federation has
four perpetual members. A perpetual
eminence on the

room

member is one who has paid $1,000 to
the Federation to either make himself
or herself a perpetual member, or to
honor a loved one. What better way is
there to honor a loved one than in this
manner?

The Tenth Annual Meeting: The program for the Tenth Annual Meeting is
now being prepared. The meeting will
be held in Los Angeles from December
30, 1964 to January 2,1965. Mark your
calendar now. It is good for like-minded
folk to meet and enjoy fellowship together.

Is yours a "faith to fall back on" or

one which leads you ahead and makes
every experience of life meaningful? It
is the difference between God as a last
resort and the thrill of living daily with
Gocl-
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What Is N.Ir.F''.?
The National Health Federation

comprised of men and women in all parts

incorporated as a nonprofit, nonmembership-liability corporation under the laws
of California in January, 1955. Head-

religious faiths and political persuasions,
possessing two points in common: a dis-

West Colorado Blvd., Monrovia, Calif.,
and the national legislative and legal
offices are in Washington, D.C. From

is

Americans in all
walks of life, belonging to a variety of

of the United States,

taste for medical monopoly, and a desire
for the right to exercise personal choice
freedom-in areas relating
-individual
to health. Members believe that organized medicine, the pharmaceutical and
chemical industries have been responsitrle for laws and regulations which
often better serve the special-interest
groups than those of the public. They
believe monopolies in the fleld of health
have been created, that American free
enterprise is threatened, and that freedom of choice is being eroded.
Convinced that such monopolistic activities exist because of the lack of a
single strong voice to speak for the public and the nonmedical segment of the
healing profession, it is the hope of Na-

tional Health Federation members to

correct these conclitions through formation of one large and influential organization able to speak with integrity and
authority.

For this purpose the Fecleration

quarters are in its own building

at

211

a modest beginning, the organization has

grown steadily

in

membership and in-

fluence, now has Local Chapters throughout the country and a few in Canada.

Why Is It Neetlerl?
For nearly a half century the power-

ful voices of organized medicine, the
pharmaceutical industry, the food processors and chemical manufacturers have
been relatively unopposed. As a consequence, the Congress, state legislatures,
and government bureaus have yielded
to the pressures from these quarters,
and laws and regulations have evolved,
some of which have been for the express

of the special groups and, unfortunately, detrimental to the interests of the people.
To counteract these influenies, to endeavor to obtain legislation which will
assure genuine protection to the public
beneflt

(Conlinued on next page)

was
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in the entire fleld of health, the National
Health Federation maintains a comprehensive educational program as well as
the staff work esSential in aehieving such
a goal. ft is committecl to a policy of
uncompromising opposition to monopoly,

of ,devotion to free enterprise in all
ihannels of activity including the health
fie]d.

The following seven points are worthy
of the deepest concern by all Americans.
They point up the need for an organization of the type and scope of the National Health Federation to serve as the

"watchdog" and guardian over

issues

Sffecting the people's health, lest we lose
even the last vestige of freedom in these

matters and be completely subjugatecl
to the dictum of the monopolies. Some
of the following facts imply conditions
which though seemingly incredible, nonetheless are based on fully documented
evidence.

1. Doctors and scientists who have
sought independently to develop effec-

tive methods of combating some of the
so-called incurable diseases have been

subjectecl to intense pressure, to ridicule,

to threati as well as to persecution at
the hands of factions within organized
medicine despite the fact that in certain
instances courts have confirmed the
effectiveness of the treatment under
fire. This, it would seem, suggests the
presence of a conspiracy to prevent the
development and use of treatments for
certain oT the diseases labeled as incurable-notably those diseases for which

fund-raising organizations have

formed.

been

2. Efforts of lay groups as well as
humanitarian-minded physicians to establish facilities for low-cost hospitalization and medical care have been bit-

terly opposed by the American Medical
Association. This suggests that the
A.M.A. desires to monopolize the field
of healing by stifling or destroying that
which it cannot control, and that it

to keep the cost of medical
at a high level.
seeks

care

3. During legislative sessions, bills are
introduced by various states seeking to

prohibit the sale of even such harmless

products as essential vitamins and minerals unless prescribed by a medical

doctor, thus compelling people

to

con-

sult a medical physician to procure even
disease-preventing nutrition. Again, this

suggests a monopolistic intent on the
part of organized medicine.
4. Through the years, many bills have
been introduced seeking to restrict and

ultimately annihilate the

nonmedical
branches of the healing art. This further
suggests the desire of organized medicine to not only dominate but to monop-

olize the field, depriving Americans of
the right to choose the type of doctor
they wish.
5. Some of our most commonly used
foodstuffs are processed and adulterated

in clear violation of the law (the

U.S.

Supreme Court has upheld the validity
of the law in these cases), yet the violations occur with the approval of the
Federal Food and Drug Administration.
As long as such practices are permitted.,

the public health cannot help but

be

adversely affected.

6. Through arbitrary regulations, the
Federal Food and Drug Administration
has prohibited sale of certain harrnless
but effective substances (even food factors) except on prescription of a medical
physician. This has deprived many per(Continued on next page)

Natiorul Eealth Federation -Eullgtin, published monthly January through December, except
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Second-class postage paid at Monrovia, California.
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sons of the valuable, in some cases the

life-saving beneflts, afforded

by

such
nonmed-

substances; it has denied the
ical professions their use; and it has
deniecl all except pharmacies the right
to dispense such products.

7. The Federal Food and Drug Aclministration, by arbitrary action, has
imposed such restrictive regulations
concerning the labeling and advertising

of nontoxic and harmless remedies and
devices that it has become virtually impossible for the manufacturers to make
an honest, reasonable presentation of
their products. This has resulted in restricting free enterprise, denying the

initiates legislation designecl

to

correct

abuses and inequities; and it vigorously
opposes . passage of restrictive laws

aimecl

of

at further limiting the right

self-determination and freedom of
choice. It supports legislation aimed at
curbing pollution of air, water and plantlife.
In addition, the National Health Federation serves to coordinate the efforts
of smaller organizations with similar
purposes, and to solicit the support of
large, powerful organizations to effect
a unifled approach in developing solu-

tions to problems of mutual concern.
A further function is operation of

public valuable information, and depriving them of many of their beneflts.
These are but a few examPles of what
is happening in the fleld of health in
this country. They emphasize, it seems

a comprehensive educational program
which provides the membership and the
nation's leadership with objective information concerning health issues and thus
provokes discussion and consideration

the individual's right of choice, and the

mental to the public health.

to us, that the trend toward limiting

trend toward total monopolization of
the healing profession by a single branch
can be countered and perhaps halted
only if aroused citizens, alert to the
dangers inherent in such a development,
unite and act where action counts-in
the legislative chambers of this country.

Its

Purposes

It

was precisely because of the steady
encroachment of these meclico-political

interests into the area of individual liberties that a small group of aware and
dedicated citizbns several years ago took
action to reverse, if possible, the trend

toward ever greater control by the
power-clique. The National Health Fed-

eration was created to serve as a
"watchdog" and as the guardian of the
health needs and interests of the people
of the Unitetl States of America. It
maintains legislative and legal staffs in
Washington for the specific purpose of
examining every piece of proposed leg-

islation affecting the public health;
SEPTEMBER,
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it

of means of coping with conditions detri-

A monthly Bulletin is

published con-

taining up-to-minute information on the
Iegislative front in Washington; a regular feature by the organization's Iegal
counsel in Washington; editorial comments by its President, and authentic

articles dealing with multiple aspeets
in the whole broad fieltl of health.

Another important phase of the Fetleration's educational program is the library of tape recordings of lectures of
prominent personalities in the health
field as well as officials close to the legislative scene. These are available to
members at nominal charge, and serve
as the basis for excellent programs at

Local Chapter' meetings.
A Positive Program
The National Health Federation concentrates on positive attitucles and constructive policies, evaluating and measuring on the basis of relationship to the

public interest.
(Continued on next page)
5

For example, it does not oppose the
practice of medicine as a system of healing; it does not oppose medical physicians or the American Meclical Association as an organization of practicing
physicians. Ilowever, it does stand ready
to oppose specific acts of the American
Medical Association or of any other organization when such acts imply a monopolistic motive or are contrary to the.
best interests of the public.
The National Health Federation was

not organized to oppose or promote any
particular system, method or school of
healing. Rather, it advocates that all
licensed doctors be guaranteed the right
to practice free from harassment even
by those who may disagree.
The National Health Federation was
not organized to provide individual protection to any rnanufacturer of products
falling within the jurisdiction of food
and drug agencies.
Membership Eligibitity

Three types of membership are available: Regular, S5 annual dues; Sustaining, $25 annual; Life, $100; Anonymous,
$500; Perpetual, $1,000. Membership is

open

to families and individuals

sub-

scribing to the goals of the Fed.eration
and desiring to support the growing

effort to maintain a healthful environrnent, which in turn means healthier
citizens. A membership inclucles both
husband and.wife except in the
of a perpetual membership.

' Organizational Structure
With polieies and program

case

resentatives of Local Chapters. (3) State
Federations comprised of and controlled
by representatives of County Federations, and (4) the National Health Federation.

chooses from among

Iated by a Board of Governors elected

by and responsible to the membership,
the National Health Federation is a
democratically structured organization.
It consists of four "layers" of membership and responsibility: (1) The
Local Chapter cornprised of Regular
Members. (2) County Health Federations made.up of and controlled by rep-

Ifealth Federation
To recapitulate: Each Local Chapter
delegates one of its members to serve
on the Board of Directors of the County
Ilealth Federation. The County Board
thus is made up of one director from
each Local Chapter plus at least seven

size of the National Board of Governors,

then, is estabhshed by the number of
State Federations, plus 27 Directors-atLarge, nine of whom are elected each
year for a three-year term, at the annual meeting of the National organization. These Directors-at-Large are voted
upon by members of the County and
State Boards, and by the Regular, the
Sustaining, and the Life Members. Ballots are cast by mail or in person at the
annual meeting. No voting is done by
proxy, thus avoiding the possibility of
control being seized by an inclividual
or group seeking power by circumvent'
ing democratic methods. The Directors
comprising the Boardl of Governors elect
a president, flrst and second vice-presidents, secretary, and treasurer.

Directors-at-Large appointed to one-year
terms by the County Board of Directors.
The County Board elects a president,
vice-president, secretary, and treasurer.
ft is recommended that County tr'ederation Board meetings be held monthly,
and that at least four county-wide meetings be held each year. A lively program
providing a good speaker on health prob-

lems, with program contributions from
Local Chapters, will create public interest and spark new membership applications. It is easy to visualize the influence
several small but active chapters can
have in a county, and that active local
and county chapters can have on a state
legislature, or on the representatives
and senators in Washington. And this,
of course, is the secret of a functioning,
effective organization.
State lfealth Federa,tion

The County Board then elects one of
its members to serve on the Board of
organizations, the Board of Directors
of the State Federation would consist

plus not more than 15 Directors-at-Large

appointed to one-year terms by the
State Board of Directors. The Directorsat-Large may or may not be representatives of some state-wide health organiza.tion.

The State Board, of

course,

(Continued on next page)
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it's the cornerstone of the entire organization, and how you can take the lead
in starting one, or more, in your com-

National Health Federation
Following the same pattern, each
State Board selects one of its members
to serve on the Board of Governors of
the National Health Federation. The

Count5r

of 25 members (one from each county)

Local Chapter, how it'S organized, why

and

treasurer.

Directors of the State Health Federation. To illustrate: If there are 25 County

formu-

its member's a pres-

ident, vice-president, secretary,

"t
L.

Regular but Unaffiniated Members
Many members enter the National
Health Federation directly upon application to the national office, having
heard or read about the organization's
work through various media. Thus, these
individuals will not be members of a
Local Chapter at the start. It is not required that a Regular or Sustaining
Member be a member also of a Local
Chapter, but if a Chapter exists in the
vicinity it will be advantageous to affiIiate, certainly. The bylaws do provide
that all members of a Local Chapter
must be or become members of the

National Heatth Federation.

Local Cha,pter
And this brings us to one of the most
important portions of this manual: the
SEPTEMBER,
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rnunity.

It is not being specious to state that
the Regular Member, at the local level,
is the bulwark of the organization, the
most important part of the whole.
How to go about forming a Local
Chapter? Really it's very simple, not
at all complicatecl. As we have noted
before, the flrst requisite, of course, must

be the desire, the conviction that this
is something worth supporting, a movement worthy of a little of our time and
financial resources.
This decision made, and having decided that one would be proud to become associated with the thousands of
other Americans concerned about these

truly fundamental questions-questions
if you please which involve life-anddeath clecisions-start talking about it
to a few friends you think might also
be interested. Hand them the little "Invitation" folder which you probably
have read, available at the national
office, and get their pleclge that they'll
read it through. (The national office has
other literature, too, that explains in
detail why it's so important to get behind the movement.)
Order a copy of a suggested simple
constitution and bylaws from the national office. Find out if there are members near you so you can contact them
also. Then invite a few people in-as

few as two to four is enough to start
off-and spend part of an evening talking about these problems, what they
mean to us as ordinary people, how, in
an organized way, we can actually do
sornething to correct some things we
don't like. When it's clear the group
would like to form a Chapter, adopt the
(Continued on next page)
b

eonstitution and bylaws, name temporary officers-a president, vice-president,

secretary, and a treasurer. Then apply
to the national office for a Charter, and
you're on your way! These officers will
serve long enough to complete the or-

ganizational duties, get

a program in
motion, etc. Before the first annual
meeting is held (a date you provided in
bylaws) a nominating committee of at
least three members must be named to
choose

a slate for the flrst full

year's

permanent officers.
Local Chapters should be kept small
enough so meetings can be held in homes.
They are built around a leader who believes in ancl will give dynamic support
to the natiorial program. With 3,000 such
Local Chapters scattered throughout the
nation, the National Health tr'ederation
would become known by those who make
our laws as "super-powerful." When
issues of urgent nature are being decided
in Washington, a campaign of telegrams

and/or letters can be activated on a
moment's notice, ancl its effect on policymakers is beyond all proportion to actual
size of membership. We are in a flght,
let no one think otherwise, and we can
win it, for the people, if we are compactly organized for instantaneous communication.
The program of the Local Chapter
must of course be that of the national
organization, actively devoted to the support and purposes of the National Health

Federation by: Preparing and developing a cbmamic program for the interest
and beneflt of members at the local
level; by maintaining a continuing campaign for new members; by maintaining vigilance in defeating detrimental
health legislation and supporting benefieial proposals; by obtaining favorable
local publicity relating to health issues.
Success of the Chapter depends upon
enthusiastic leadership and the active
and creative interest of individual mem-

bers and constructive monthly programs.

to

prepare
programs, work on membership, report
on legislation, and handle publicity. The
Bulletin is always the source of instruc-

Chairmen should be named

tive program material, for diseussion,
action. Perhaps a speaker can be obtained for some programs. And there's
no more effective way to help produce

live, informative prowill build interest, and this in

Consistently
grams

turn builds membership. Small

groups

are most effective, and when the size
reaches 10 it is well to think of forming a second group. This.makes for easy
home entertaining, and encourages group
participation. Occasional joint meetings

of Chapters are worth-while.

to Congressmen expressing your views
on pending bills. Chapter discussions
shoulcl be confined to health-related

Local Chapter programs can be built
arotind transcriptions of recordings of
all speeches and lectures made at national conventions for the past six years.
These are available at small cost from

economic

or political topics, since this
can disrupt organizations and defeat

Merle Enterprises, Box 145, Lombard,
Ill. A catalog will be furnished on re-

our purpose.

quest.

constructive legislation than by letters

topics. Avoid discussions on religious,

Telephone "circles" are valuable dur.
ing crises in legislative halls. On short
notice members can be alerted for letters or wires, and action can be triggerecl

to meet any

emergency.

Programs, it may be repeated, should
be in keeping with the objectives of the

Federation and should provide a measure of sociability to promote warm, cooperative relationships. Business shoultl
be conducted in orderly manner, each

program should include one

or

more

features tlesigned to inform, inspire and
challenge every member to work more
diligently for the cause of health liberty.
A lending library may be maintained
by the Chapter. Health books are contributed and loaned by members, with
a volunteer serving as librarian.

Members find it worth-while to exchange favorite health recipes and hostesses frequently serve samples as refreshments following the meeting.
Another service Local Chapters are
in a position to perform for members is
to compile a directory of sources of organically-grown, unsprayed, unprocessed
foocl. Ancl a supply of N.H.F. Iiterature

and Bulletins should be kept on hand
for distribution to friends and visitors.
(Continued on next page)
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To summarize: The Local Chapter is
self-governing. ft plans its own activi-

it cooperates with its County, State
and National organizations. It is the
foundation upon which is built an effective County, State and National organities,

legislation, opposes detrimental legisIt endorses no particular methoal.
of treatment but stoutly upholds the

lation.

individual's right of choice. It opposes
medical monopoly antl the resultant high
cost of health care. It insists that our

food and water be free from injurious
chemicals. It insists that money subscribed by the general pub[c for health

research be used solely for that purpose. It seeks to compel health fundraising organizations to give a yearly
detailed account of expenditures of funds
collected. It endeavors to secure fair
and impartial health law and regulation
enforcement.

These are the things the National
Health Federation is organized to do.
We invite you to join our ranks and
take part in this vital endeavor on behalf of all America. Use the accompanying membership application blank
today!

zation.

How the Money Is Spent
Members of the National Health Federation are assured that every dollar
received will be spent only after careful
deliberation. Actually, every dollar is
"stretched," made to do the work of
two. SoIe income is from membership receipts and donations, and these funds
are used to maintain an office for the
national staff, sma,ll but efficient; to
maintain legal and legislative staffs in
Washington, D.C.; to carry on an active
membership campaign; to publish the
monthly Bulletin and other educational
literature. A complete financial report
is submittedl to the members each year,
as soon as it is completed by the Auditor.
Accornplishments

The National Hea1th Federation crusades vigorously for what it conceives
to be equitable in issues affecting the
public health. ft proclaims truth "without fear or favor." It supports beneflcial
SEPTEMBER,
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New liferqlure
The foregoing information will be
printetl in an attractive folder in size lYz

by 8 inches and so set up that it can be
atldressed and mailed without being enclosed in an envelope. These folders can
be had fro.m the Federation for the cost

of printing and mailing. A single copy
may be had for ten cents. In lots of ten
or more the cost will be five cents per
copy.

The Federation is now recognizetl as
the voice of the people in matters of
health by those in authority, but the

public at large knows nothing about the
Federation, its aims antl purposes, ac-

complishments and projects ahead.
Those of us who tlo know must get
the news to the public. This new
pamphlet will ilo that iob, provided our
members secure it antl mail it to their
friends and others who should be interested in the health of their loved ones

and friends.-

These pamphlets are now on the press,
in your oralers for as many as

so send

you can use. The address: National
Health Fetleration, P.O. Box 686, Monrovia, California.

o

legialatiue

Gordening Wifhour Poisons
By Beatrice Tnrm Ifunter

By Clinton B. Miller
Director of the N.H.F. Washington Office

ol lnleresl to All ond Beotrice Huntei Telis How to Accomplish lt.
In the months since the publication destroyer of miles of Western pasture.
A Subject

of Silent Spring by Rachel Carson, milIions of Americans have become aware
of the dangers stemming from the indiscriminate use of lethal chemicals to control insects and plant diseases on our
farms and in our gardens. What we are
still largely unaware of are the natural
controls developed by modern science
that wili in the long run be much safer
and more effective than the deadly
chemicals with which we are now poisoning our own environment.
Gardeming Without Poisons is an expansion of Mrs. Ilunter's widely circulated pamphlet with the same title. Robert Hines, illustrator for Rachel Carson's
Edge of the Sea, has done the drawings
for this very timely book.
In her forthcoming book Beatrice
Trun: Hunter shows how natural protections against insect plagues and pestilence work and how we can make these
forces help us if we understand them.
Sound gardening practices and healthy
soil are essential in helping plants to
resist bugs and blights. When trouble
comes, strong poison is not the best or

only answer, although such materials
have their place when used with pre-

cision and a knowledge of their effects.
Often one of the biological controls developed by modern science will do what
is needed. Mrs. Hunter tells us what
these controls are and when to use them.
There are, for example, viruses which

will attack speciflc caterpillars.

Dormant ladybugs can be purchased ready
for release in the garden. A preparation
is now available that will cause Japanese beefle grubs to sicken and die but
will not aftect other insects or the birds
that feed on them. There is a beetle that

attacks nothing but the l(lamath weed,

Elealth Cornrnittees Close

Through these and many other recently
developed techniques we can maintain
healthy gardens without the use of haz-

Commerce Committee has closed shop

on any more legislation during

Committee is through, also.
The last bills passed were (H.R.
7A042) a nursing aid bill and (H.R.
11083) a public health training bill.

is a middle way, based on a combination
of age-old biological principles and ongoing scientiflc research, that will free
us from the dilemma. From Garilening
Without Foisons each of us can learn

what to do in his own garden-and in
his tow-n and state-to introduce such
safe and sound techniques to enjoy the
benefits of them.
Beatrice Trum Hunter wrote this book,
on which she worked for more than five
years, in response to the growing demand she encountered as she lectured
on this subject before garden clubs and
women's clubs throughout the Northeast.
The book contains a source list of materials mentioned-names and addresses

Formerly a teacher of visually handicapped children in New York and New
Jersey public schools, Mrs. Hunter now

lives in the foothills of New Hampshire's \Mhite Mountains.
Houghton Miffiin Company, price

$5.
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Appropria--

tions, and was instantly slrnpathetic:
and friendly to the NHF testimony in
which we pointed out the need for nu-'
tritional research, separated and dis-'
tinguished from drug research.
Congress appropriated over $1 billionr

Krebiozen Resolutions
Representative Lesinski (D. Mich.)
is the latest to introduce the Krebiozen
Resoiution, H. J. Res. 1099. He introduced this at the request of the National Health Federation.
A total of 17 Senators and 37 Rep-

resentatives (54 Congressman in all)
have introduced the Krebiozen resolution.

cuiture.

Bill to Create a National
Institute of Nutrition
Representative John Lesinski (D.
Mich.) has promised to introduce a bill
this year which will amend ttrre Public
Ilealth Service act to provide for an
Institute of Nutrition. Already much
r,vorl< has been done on the bill. A discussion draft has been sent by Representative Lesinski to the NHF, antl in
turn by the NHF to key scientists aird
nntrition pioneers for their comrnents,
study and criticism.
{t

Mr. Lesinski is a ranking member of

the House Committee on

this year for the National Institutes of
Health. This amounts to an average of
over $100 million per institute. When we
get an Institute of Nutrition, its appropriate share of NIH grants will likevrise be over $100 million annually. At
the present. time less than $2 million
is earmarked for federal nutritional research, as compared with over $1 billion
fol drug oriented research. The $2 milIion is given to the department of nutrition of the U.S. Department of Agri-

I-esinski

of manufacturers, and in some cases
oistributors, and names of products.

Cookbook.

1964.

The Senate Labor and Public Welfare

Many have argued that we must
either run the risks involved in widespread use of chemical poisons or suffer the unchecked depredations of hamful insects and plant diseases. Mrs.
Hunter shows that, in fact, we are not
faced with such a cruel choice. There

trition and author of The Natural Foods

Shop

The House fnterstate and Foreign

ardous chemicals.

In 1960 Mrs. Hunter won an award
from Friends of Nature for her work in
educating the public to the hazards of
pesticides. She is also known for her
work on food and consumer problems.
She is an honorary vice-president of
the American Academy of Applied Nu-

%2epctet

1'he preliminary discussion draft has
been retuined to Representative Lesinski, and a final draft is now in the works.
At the present time, the National In-

stitutes of Health have nine separate
instilutes. None of them are directly
concerned with prevention of disease
rvith proper nutrition.
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One outstanding doctor wrote the
NHIr, in replying to our request for a
response to the discussion draft of the
bill, that "The principle involved is a
sound one but as a matter of practical
workings, Frederick Stare or his equivaient would certainly flnd himself as
Director of this fnstitute and we rn'ouId
have a barrage of scientiflcally biasecl
information and a good deal of rnisinformation of the orthodox variety disseminated uncler the seal of approval
of the United States government and
your lot and mine would be much worse
than they are now."
The bill is being redrafted at the suggestion of NIXF to anticipate and forestall

just suah an eventuality. We winl clea,rly
spenl out in tlle bill and in the legislative
history the need to have directors cf the
Institute free of a,ny conflict of interest.
(Continued on next page)

l1

Representative Lesinski's bill starts
Iike this:
"There is hereby established in the
Public Health Service an institute for
the conduct and support of research and

training, relating to nutrition, with a
special emphasis upon flrst determining
the components of a healthy and nutritious diet, by means of study and
observation of the healthy peoples
throughout the lvorld. Such research
shall include a study of the relationship
between soil fertility and the nutritiousness of foods grown thereon and comparative studies of animals and humans
fed identical quantitative diets from
food grown on soils of varying fertility."
Fol our pa,rt our rnembers should
contact their congressrnen as they retunn home for carnpaigning, and tell
therrr that we want them 'co co-sponsor
the Lesinski nutrition hill as soon as
they are elected, or return to Congress

in

Before the Ilouse Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce
By Clinton R. Miller
Director of the N.H.F. Washington Office
,Iuly 2, 1964

the different officers and scientists of
the FDA. Currently, letters and memorandum on the matter are being circulated between the staffs and offices of

Mr. Chairman and Members of

f am Ciinton MiIIer, legislative

reccrd

as "red tape."

The usual FDA or other agency pi:ocedure of issuing new regulations is:

on vitamin and mineral food supplernents
and other special dietary foods. To do

this, the proposal was made by I'DA
to limit the "shot-gun" formulas to 8
vitamins and 4 minerals, which would
have brought the regulations up to the
thereabouts.

Strong protest was rnade,by the NHF
(over 70,000 postcards and letters), and,
encouragingly, the big guns of the food
and drug industry. FDA was busy elservhere with setting up machinery to put
t]ne '62 l(efauver-Harris law into effect,
so a long and careful study at the lower
echelon was made of the protests. There
were about 1,500 pages of scholarly com-

ment. Over 90Vo werc oPPosed.
' It has taken a long time to consider

rnay.

on any single subject," If protests
and comrnents result in "substantive
changes" in the regulations, the tr'DA

published

in the Federal Register)
2. Comment (Made to the FDA by

organized to help its members exercise
a responsible, reasonable and informed
freedom of choice in matters of health.
We believe that there is a proper and
an improper role for the Federal Governinent to play in helping its citizens exercise this health freedorn. We believe that
the Federal Government shouid deter,
ii not prohibit, the sale in interstate
commerce of prodricts that are knovrryr
(Continued on next page)
come in the next three or four months."

I asked speciflcally whether or
would come this fast, Mr. Larrick

lr/hen
not

it

may, and could well decide, to drop the
original proposals, and instead of issuing a final order, issue another original

ulations are quietly made into "Iaw"
by the FDA and other agencies by this
procedure. FDA and other agency pro-

proposal, and invite comment which

replied that two major lawsuits have
just been started against the FDA by
the Pharmaceutical 1\llanufacturers Association and the American Cosmetic

starts the whole procedure at the begin-

Indtistry. This has so tied up the FDA's

ning again.

top echelon, key lalvyers anC administrators that it may be held up a Iittle

posals are usually reasonable and nearly

is that there is by no means unity
IVITE{IN the FDA on their reaction to

Every day dozens of unchallenged reg-

Over two years ago, the Food and
Drug Administration (FDA) proposed
to update the dietary food regulation

if I

1\{r. Chairman, the Nationai }Ieaith
Federaticn, which is a national organization with thcusands of members, v,zas

scribe the tortuous procedure simply

(By the FDA

advo-

cate of the National Health Federation.
I wish to make a brief oral statement,
and submit a written statement for the

Voluntary Compliance. Sorne people de-

1. Proposal

the

Committee:

the General Counsel, the FDA's Division of Nutrition, the Assistant Commissioner for Regulations (Mr. M. R.
Stephens), the Bureau of Regulatory
Compliance and the Advisory Opinions
Branch of the Burcau of Education and

3. Final Order (By the FDA)

F-DA '62 Vitar-nin Regulations Final
Order Still Several Months Off

or

Stqlement of the Nqlionql Heolth Federqtion

viewpoints.
ft was discovered by your reporter
that at press time there is still not agreement on several crucial points between

those affected)

1965.

1930's

all the comments and review the various

what everyone wants and expects they
should be, and the comments, if made
at all, are minor in nature, and are
either ignored, or amendetl into the final
order. The final order is published in
the Federai Register, and unless successfully challenged in the courts, it
becomes binding regulatory "law."
But part of the FDA's proposal to update the dietary foods law was unreasonable, unnecessary, and unfair. In
fact, parts almost seemed vindictive.
According to Washington, D.C.'s Evening
Star, the proposed regulations "prorlueed

rn2fl-2nd rnore critical raaail-than
offrcials can remember ever receiving

m61s

(Continued bottom next page)
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The signiflcant point to be made here

NHtr' and industry response. Some FDA
officers and scientists are fighting for
a more reasonable and fair regulation.
In the present case, Mr. M. R. Stephens

will be the one to sign any proposal

that's publisheil in the Federal Register.
Itris office is acting as the liaiscn be-

t

tween the various divisions and branches
of the FDA.

A telephone call to

Commissioner

Larrick, who is just out of the hospital,
after a six-week illness following minor
surgery, indicated that action may be
delayed more than the three or four
months reported in the Evening Siar
article of June 2L, L64 which said:
"Mr. Larrick said an FDA order may
SEPTEMBER,
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Ionger.

The FDA is deflnitely not stalling.
The regulatlons are not forgotten. They
will not be dropped. The lower echelon
work is just about completed, and the
work of correlating each other's work
is in process. The flnishing touches must
be done by those at the top. Mr. Lar-

rick told me that he just hasn't

been

briefed on the matter yet. He has sev-

eral r,veeks' back work because of his
illness.

The regulations have taken a back
row temporarily to make way for the
current lawsuits, but they are most
certainly in the "top ten" items of business to be completed by FDA. This
lvriter will be very surprised if any final
agency action is taken before 1965.
13.

to be harmful to human health. By the
sarne standard, they should encourage
the sale of wholesome, healthful food
products. By some incredible twist, the
Federal Government now seems to have

tice departments are so incredibly harsh
upon the special dietary foods industry,
and so unbelievably lenient with the
tobacco, alcohol, candy and soft drink

reversed its proper role, and is encouraging the sale of products that are known
to cause cancer, and prohibiting the sale

This committee's attention is drawn
to the report of the Food and Drug
Administration's relentless campaign
against what they choose to label "nutritional nonsense, or nutritional quackery." This report indicates that the Food
and Drug Administration, at the same
time they ignore any responsibility for
tobacco heatth hazards, has used its
tremendous police powers to seize, and

of those which have shown the greatest
promise in preventing or controling cancer. The Federal Government has subsidized the tobacco industry, and har-

assed, unreasonably, the health foods
industry. This is improper. This is wrong.
This is a form of tyranny that does not
breed respect of its citizens for the law.
IIow can any just and reasonable man
condone the campaign of the Federal
Government's health agencies against
wheat germ, carrot juice, and saffflower
oil, while it encourages the sale of

tobacco by subsidy?
I should like to request that the chairman include in the record of these hear-

ings the actions taken against the tobacco industry by the Fcod and Drug
Aclministration, and compare it side by
side against the actions taken against
the health foods industry. It will show
a rank injustice and maladministration

of ihe law.
.fua:isdictiona,I Control

We wish to draw the attention of this
committee to the ]ack of concern about

jurisclictional control when it comes to
harmless health foods. The Food and

Drug Administration, the Post Office
Department, the Federal Trade Com-

mission, the.Department of Agriculture,
and the Department of Justice all have
jurisdiction over health foods. No one
seerns to be worried here about over-

lapping of these agencies. fndeecl, they
are encouraged to gang up on the health
foods industry to destroy it utterly from
the American scene.

Our Federatioa office is constantlY

?Aaahingtctn T)epoat
By Clinton B. Miller

industries.

GOP Changes View on
Role of FDA & FTC
The Republican PartY has officiallY
declared a brand-new view of the Food
and Drug Administration's role which

is about 180' away from what it
Compare

with the see-

of

1964:

doubling the resources of the Food

and Drug Administration and in
givinc it new legal weapons. . . .
We will continue to give strong
support to this consumer Protection Drogram."
FBOM GOP 1964 PI,ATFORIII
"We Republicans

...

Pletlge

..

.

an end to Power-grabbing regulatory actions . . . such as [those of]

. . . the Food and Drug Atlnrinistra-

tion and the Fetleral Trade Comrnission to dominate consumer decisions in the market Place"' (Em-

and Justice Department have attacked
an entire industry devoted to the manufacture of these wholesome prod-ucts

phasis mine)

and have ruthlessly persecuted the

health foods industry while cornpletely
ignoring the interstate traffic of cancer:l;

harmless health foods should have the
sarne control over the sale, advertising,
ancl labeling of tobacco. It is incredible

that they don't. When they have thispower, they can then begin to enforce

If the

(Continued bottom next page)
asked why the FDA, FTC, PO, and Jus'14
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1960

"The Eisenhower-Nixon Atlministration's initiative has resulted in

Commission and Post Office Department

governmental
agency that has overlapping ccntrol over

of

r'ROIl{ GOP I.960 PLATT'OBM

frey tea, carrot juice, beet juice, celery
juice, concentrated ocean water, wheat
germ, soya flour, gelatin, Peanut flour,
egg white, dried fish flour, wheat germ
oil, soy oil, rice germ oil, saffiower oil,
Vitamin C, Vitamin A, halibut liver oil,
sea sa1t, and even health books.
In not a single case is it claimed bY
FDA that there was a hazard to health
by these nutritious and harmless food
products. Yei the Fcod and Drug Adrninistraticn and the Federal Trade

by legisla-tion. Every

see-no-evil-in-the-FDA

much-evil-in-the-FDA plank

honey, vinegar, yeast, liver tablets, com-

tobacco industry has successfully lobbied against control by the Food
and Drug Administration in the past, it
is high time this matter was corrected

the

Republican plank

in many cases destroy compleieiy, harmless, clean, wholesome, and admittedly
nutritious wholewheat cookies, wheat
germ cockies, watercress, kelp, parsley,

causing tobacco products.

was

just four years ago.

i

our laws to protect us against harrnful
products, and stop their whipping boy
harassment

of a

responsible and im-

portant industry such as is the food
supplement industrY.
SEFTEMBER"
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The GOP FDA-FTC Plank came

as

unwelcome surprise to
both agencies. Surprisingly enough, no

a complete and

organized drug-industry effort was made

to get the plank.
Credit for nailing down the '64 FDAFTC ptank in the GOP Platform is
claimed by Robert B. Heiney, director
of the National Canners Association.
NCA wrote its rnembers, "Major points

were presented by the canning industry
before the Republican Platform Committee." The major target of the NCA
was Senator Hart's "Truth-in-Packaging" bill. The language of the plank,
however, seems tailored-to-measure for
the National Ilealth Fetleration. It is

in principle to
enco[npass FDA's relentless efforts to
"dorninate consumer decisionst' by censoring our choice of doctors a,nd diets
through their antivitamin, a,nti-rnineral,
certainly broad enough

anti-footl-supplernent, anti-I(rebiozen,
anti-chiropractor, or anti-drugless antl
religious theraPist Programs.
The wording of the '64 Plank should
also logicalty extend to cover the U.S.
Public Health Services (USPHS) "dom-

ination of consumer decisions" by their
promotion of fluoridation of a1l public
water supplies.
The GOP '64 health Platform has excellent language. However, it is up to
us to educate, then Pin down each GOP
candidate for political office to a speciflc commitment or pledge to end the
aforementioned FDA and USPHS "domination of consumer decisions."
FDA Loses I)extra Sugar
Case APPeal

The Washington law firm of Arnold,
(Continued on next Page)
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& Porter convinced the 5th Circuit Court of Appeals in New Orleans
that "Almost any diet can be nutritionFortas

ally improved by the use of Dextra Fortifled Cane Sugar in place of sweetening
agents containing only 'empty' calories
unaccompanied by nutrients."
-calories
The United States District Court of
Florida had ruled in favor of Dextra

Sugar early last year (see N[trF Bulletin,
April 1963, pp. 15-24, for the full District
Court decision). The FDA appealed the
adverse ruling and abandoned all issues

except the truthfulness

of the

above

statement.

Scolding the FDA, the Court of Ap-

peals said: "The government IFDA]
based its entire case here on the proposition that proof
showed that the
average American diet is adequate
without the. need to be 'nutritionally
improved'. In the light of the fact
that any purchaser of food products
could elect to maintain his present 'average' diet with sufficient nutrients in
it, or, if he wished, change to a different
diet and substitute Dextra fortifled cane
sugar for some other item, we conclude
that the trial court was not in error in
finding as a fact that the challenged
statement was not false and misleading."
The case was brilliantly prepared and
argued by Stuart J. Land, Esq., a partner

of the Arnold flrm.
The FDd will not appeal the Sth Circuit's decision to the Supreme Court.
Arnold, Fortas & Porter is currently
defending Rodale Press against the Federal Trade Comrrrission charge of false
advertising in the sale of their health

books. The same firm was retained by
Carlton Fredericks in his encounter with
the F ederal Communications Commission (FCC).
Three cheers for Dextra for having
the spunk and spending the "sugar" to
fight the case. Shame on the FDA for
16

wasting the taxpayers' money by ap-

pealing the case and harassing a small
struggling company with needless and
expensive litigation.
Honest enforcement would demand an
FDA prosecution of the sugar companies
vrho remove vitarrrins and minerals from
sugar, not those companies that have
researched and pioneered a process to
add vitamins and minerals back to sugar.
(Dextra has also patented a process to
make sugar without removing the nu-

trients in. the flrst place.)

I)octor-owned Pharmacies Face
.4.nti-trust Hearings
Senator Philip A. Hart (D-Mich.) has
scheduled six days of hearings by the

Senate Antitrust and Monopoly Subcommittee.

"On the face of it,1' Senator Hart said,
seem not unlikely that restraints of trade might develop when a
doctor stands to beneflt financially by
prescribing one drug over another, or
by giving business to one pharmacy over

"it would

another.

"Therefore, restraints

this warning by January 1, 1965, and
advertising must include the warning
by JuIy 1, 1965, the FTC said.
The Food and Drug Administration
(FDA), on the other hand, says it has
no authority to act without additional
legisiation. Tobacco would have to be
defined as a drug for the purposes of the
act, which would be a simple enough
legislative act. FDA has jurisdiction
over foods, drugs, cosmetics and devices,
and that's all. Tobacco presently comes
under none of these headings.

FTC insists they don't need any additional legislation. Charles A. Sweeny,
Chief of the FTC's division of Food and

Drug Advertising, told NHF that on
January 1, 1965, if he find-s there are any
packages of cigarettes sold without the
warning, that he will recommend to the
commissioners (FTC) that complaints
be issued against all vendors.
}'TC seems quite ready and very willing to take this one up to the Supreme
Court.

Esther Peterson's Salt Lake

of trade and

unfair trade practices arising from this
apparent conflict of interest will be our
principal area of inquiry."
These will be the flrst hearings on drug
matters that wiII have been held by the
Senate Antitrust and Monopoly Subcommittee since the death of Senator
Kefauver last August.

Conference "tr)isappointing"
Esther Peterson's second regional con-

ference

in her horne state of Utah

is
reported to have left much to be desired

when compared to the sizzling St. Louis
opener. (See June N[:[F Bulletin.) Criticism of drugs was studiously avoided
in Salt Lake City but encouraged at St.

Orchids to the FTC for Ord.ering
Warnings on Cigarette Packs

Louis. There seemed to be a reluctance
to allow an attack on anything worse
than the air at the top of a corn flakes
box at the Utah meeting, leaving the

The Federal Trade Commission (FTC)
has issued a rule requiring that by 1965

serious and significant consumer issues
way in the background.

all cigarette labels and advertising inform the public "that cigarette smoking
is dangerous to health and may cause
death from cancer and other diseases."
Cigarette package labels must have
(Continued on next page)
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Senator Neuberger Weds M,D.

Senator Maurine B. Neuberger (DOreg.) married Dr. Philip Solomon of
Boston, Massachusetts, July 11, 1964.

Dr. Solomon is Professor of Psychiatry
at Harvard Medical School and is Chief
SEPTEMBER,
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Psychiatrist at the Boston City Hospital.
The Oregon senator gave the American
Medical Association a blistering rebuke

last January from the Senate floor for
accepting $10 million from the tobacco
industry for further research following
the Surgeon General's Report on Smoking and Health.

FDA vs. Ameriean ltreart Association
This battle ought to be a blast.
The FDA-with a straight face-has
warned oil rnanufacturers that if they

continue to put unsaturated oil in botwill be prosecuted as criminals

ttes they

if they put it on the label. The truth,
says FDA, is misleading.

The FDA has even hired a PsYchologist to explain to oil rnanuf,acturers
why it's naughty to be honest. He says
that consumers know so much about
unsaturated oils that just to put the
word on a label misleads him to believe
that he has been promised a cure or
preventive of heart disease. And, to
make the plot more interesting, the coconspirator with the misleading oil misIabelers is the heartless American Heart
Association.

You see, the American Heart Association has strongly recommended a reduction of total intake of fats as a possible way to cut down the risks of heart
attacks and strokes, and recommended
"reasonable substitution" of vegetable
oils and other polyunsaturated fats for
aniraal fats.
Undaunted, the FDA has issued its
ukase banning the truthful use of the
w-ords "polyunsaturate," "unsaturated."
or "low in cholesterol" on labels of vegetable oil products. Under the proposed

ban, the FDA would have to seize as
rnisiabeled any oil product that dared
quote the American Heart Association
cn its label or accompanying literatu.re.
(Continued. on next page)
1?

Now wouldn't that make a nice court
case for the newspapers to play with?
The American Heart Association seems
as sure of the relationship of high intake

of saturated fats to heart attacks

and

strokes as the American Cancer Society
is of the relationship between cigarettes

and cancer,
Kinda makes you want to stick around
and see who boils whom in which oil.

Drug Sales ilP

77o

A Pharmaceutical Manufacturers Association survey of mernber flrms shows

global pharmaceutical sales by U.S.
in 1963, or up

companies at $3.5 billion
77o from 1962.

FDA Cornmissioner Larrick
trs Well Again
FDA Commissioner George Larrick is
well again following a serious staphylococcus infection of his back. Mr. Larrick
became very ill as he was recovering
from a minor hernia repair operation.
o'Our Poisoned Earth and Sky"
Rodale Books, Inc., of Emmaus, Penn-

sylvania, has recently published a 735page book which is so comprehensive
and useful that I should like to recommend it to all serious laymen and ccncerned scientists. Price is $6.95. The
fourth section on "The Air We Breathe"
is the best abridgement of the subject
matter I've found. For those who want
to do their "homework," Our Foisoned
EartEr and Sky covers, not just the insecticide problem, but the whole environmental pollution problem lvith excellent
constructive suggestions for solving

lem. Then positive, well organized steps
can be taken to solve it.
Rodale Books have compiled some
unpleasant facts that will be most help-

Nqtion,ql Heqlth Federqtion Wqshingfon
Legol qnd Regulotory Report

ful to pleasant people. It has been my
observation that really intelligent citizens, really happy people, do not shy
away from an orderly and scholarly
presentation of problems that need to
be solved. It is these responsible crusaders who will be most grateful to
add Our Foisoned Earth and Sky to their

working library.

How to Express Yourself

What is the best way to express a
personal opinion on a public issue or
complain against

a consumer

malprac-

tice?

You may write a letter to Mrs. Esther
Peterson, special assistant to the Pres-

ident, The White House, Washington,
D.C., or you can write a letter to a public offlcial, either state or national. You
can write to your local newspaper or
your favorite magazine. It is rnore impressive to enclose a clipping, a label
or other proof to strengthen your com-

plaint.
If your message is short and you wish
to attract immediate attention, send a
telegram. Western Union has made a
special rate for this purpose. A message
of not more than 15 words can be sent
to a governor, lieutenant governor, or

of the state legislature, addressed to your state capitol, for only
member

85 cents. You may also send a personal
opinion message to a congressman, the

them.

president, or vice-president of the U.S.,

Before man can successfully plan to
work and remove a danger, he must be
able to recognize and clearly deflne it.
This is not "negative thinking." A seeker
of facts is not a negative person. The
first positive step toward correction is a
careful study of the scope of the prob-

this also for 85

cents.

More on Denver

As this issue of the Bulletin goes to
press, the health food intlustry is meeting in Denver. We will report on it in
the October issue.
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By Charles Orlando Pratt
Washington General Counsel
Barr Builtling, 910 - 17th Street N.W., Washington, I).C.
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\{1Anna Laws Should Be Arnended to
Restrict Payrnent to Doctors of
:
1'

1

Medicfuie for Using ExPerimental
Drugs on Faticnts Without Their

Consent

or

f,{nowledge That the

Drugs Are Experirnental
Before the 1962 Amendment to the
Food and Drug Act was based, the NHF
endeavored to get an amendment which
would require a doctor of medicine to
disclose to his patient that he was giving
that patient an experimental drug, the

safety and efficacy of which had not
been approved by FDA antl that he
should, after so notifying the patient,
not administer the unproved product to
the patient without his or her consent.
The pressure from the drug interests, the

medical profession and the FDA prevented this amendment and when the
law passed, the doctors had the right
to use patients as guinea pigs by administering to them experimental drugs
without their knowledge or consent.
In the May issue of FD-d Report on
Enforcement and Compliance, the Commissioner of Food and Drugs warned

that FDA will recommend to the Department of Justice vigorous action
against anyone who falsifies research
for presentation to the agency.
This warning revealed that a doctor
of medicine "pleaded 'no contest' May
4, 7964 to flve counts of an indictment
charging him with willfully causing the
submission to the Government of faise,
fraudulent and flctitious reports of clinical studies to support New Drug Applications for five new drugs."
SEPTEMBER,
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The drugs involved as charged in the

indictment were manufactured by flve

drug corporations, some of which are
among the largest in America.
Your National Health Federation is
still strongly opposed to the practice of
large drug corporations of paying (or
bribing) a doctor of medicine as much
as $100.00 to $150.00 for his experi-

mental use of an unproved drug on a patient without his knowledge or consent.
The record before Congressional Hearings has revealed that doctors of medicine have beeir paid as high as $12,000
for using the experimental drugs on pa-

tients without their knowledge or consent on the ground that such unproved
drugs were used for so-called experimental purposes.
In the same trDA Report for May,
1964, FDA reported that the "Court

rules 'Folk Medicine' books misbranded
vinegar and honey products."
Two F irms Fined Total $80,000 for
Falsifying Findings on Mer-29
The headlines described above appeared in the IMashington Fost on June
5, l-964. The article stated that the
Judge of the U.S. District Court for the
District of Columbia, after receiving
pleas of "no contest" to charges of falsi-

fying laboratory reports on the drug,

fined the manufacturer $10,000 on each
of the six counts and a subsidiary corporation $10,000 on each of the two
counts. The Judge placed on probation
for six months three of the firrrs' research scientists who pleaded no contest to the falsiflcation charges.
(Continued on next page)
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The newspaper story stated further

that "The indictment stated that the
flrms had failed to tell the FDA about
the adverse effects suffered by monkeys
and rats that were given Mer-29.,'
These effects included loss of hair, in-

fertility, impotency, cataracts and blood

spections is about once every 47/z years."

ingredients in the natural products. Your

ceived this brochure published by the
U.S. Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare. This brochure poidts out
that FDA received an appropriation from
Congress for the year beginning JuIy 1,

the handlers of such food products would
welcome an administrative hearing by
F DA at which they could be advised by
appropriate officials of FDA as to any
Iabel or labeling, or statement, oral or
written, which is not in compliance with
the letter or spirit of the food and drug

Your Washington Counsel has just re-

Judge McGuire said that he did not
think the defendants interided to deceive the Government. He said:
"I have taken the view that the responsibility in the background of this
case is a failure
of proper executive, managerial and supei:visional control; and the responsibility for what
happens falls upon the cornpany and
its executive management."

The NHF, I am sure, is pieased to
know that FDA took the appropriate
action against this large drug corporation and its subsidiary and its officials
in order to protect the public. trt is true
that FDA does not set the punishment
for the crirne, because that is a responsibility of the Court. However, it is significant to note that some people who
have been charged with the violation of
FDA iaws in connection with the use
of harmless food supplements which are
not dangerous, deleterious, adulterated
or toxic are ordered by the Court to
serve p::ison sentence for a period up
to 9 years in the Federal penitentiaries
and yet those held responsible for selling perhaps millions of dollars worth of
Mer-29 were not required to spend even
one hour in the penitentiary, notvzithstanding the fact that the product was
causing serious harm to the innocent
patients on whom it was used without
their knowledge of its danger.
FDA says in the brochure "science
Working Through Law to Protect Consumers" that the "law requires that
drug establishments be inspected once
every 2 years. The average fo:: food in-

of

FDA pointed out
needs more money it
cannot sample all the products or inspect
1963

disorders.

that

$35,805,000.

because

it

all the places in which the products are
located, and that they can cover only

a fraction of the foods and drugs bought

by the American pubtic and that

en-

forcement was, therefore, being seleetive.

On a number of occasions recently, it
has been reported that notwithstanding
the great burden upon the FDA to protect the public against dangerous drugs,
devices and adulterated foods, FDA inspectors have had time to visit a small
dietary food supplement plant three or
four times in one year.
With the great responsibility of the

FDA to administer a]l the food

and

drug laws, amendments and related laws
under its jurisdiction, it would seem advisable to notify those dealing with food
supplements or just plain natural foods

that their labels or labeling of their

products should be modified or changed,

rather than to flIe criminal actions
against the manufacturers or distributors of such harmless products.
On rnany occasions those who sell food

products which are not even alleged to
be adulterated, deleterious, dangerous
or toxic find themselves faced with a
"Notice of Hearing" to shov,z cause why
they should not be criminally prosecuted
on the ground that their products are
rnisbranded by some statement on the
label of the products or in a book, or
pamphlet, discussing the merits of vitamins and minerals some of which are
(Continued on next page)
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Washington General Counsel believes

Iaws. Certainiy to sell a product such
as a dietary food supplement or natural

foods, which are not dangerous in any
respect to health, should not justify the

threat of a criminal action by the Gov-

ernment with all the attendant embarrassment, public ridicuie and expense

of defense.
The procedure followed by FDA to
fiIe a seizure action against the product
in the Federal Court was most reason-

abie and fair to any peison who claimed
the product because such person could

go to Coi-rrt without a threat of climinal action against him to defend the
product and ask the Court to return

it to him.

Receirtly FDA issued a Notice of Crim-

inal Hearing to someone who shipped in

interstate commerce an enzyme food
product which, for 14 years, was sold
as a food product without objection by
FD-d. The person cited to appear at the
Hearing was charged with shipping in
interstate commerce a "prescription
drug" instead of a food product. I'DA
changed its policy on this rnatter considering an enzJmre product a tlrug insfead of a food; and to the knowledge
of the shipper or your: Washington Coun-

sel, FDA had never issued a uniform
regulation or press release to all of the
industry to the effect that it may con-

sider enz5rrne food proilucts to bo drug
products. The very thought of a criminal
action was enough to frighten the ship-

per of this product into not only discontinuing the product, but to closing up
his business entirely.
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It would seem fair and reasonable for
FDA to .issue appropriate announcements of its changing policy before it
seizes food products which, for some

reason, FDA considers should be sold
under the drug regulation instead of
.the food regulation. I have attended two
Hearings recently in connection with
Notices of Hearings involving enz)ryne
products; and in both Hearings I requested a copy of any authoritative notice to the industry that it is a violation.
of the FDA Act to sell or ship in inter-

state commerce enzyrne food products
as foods. To date, I have not received
any such notice.
It is my experience that those engaged in the sale and clistribution of
natural foods and food supplements do
sincerely wish to comply with not only
the letter, but the spirit of food and
drug laws which were based to protect
the health and welfare of the American
people. The food and drug laws are extremely technical and many of those
who sell natural foods, food supplements

or so-called "health foods" would be in
a position better to comply with the applicable laws if they were given more
education, guidance and less threat of
criminal action.
Do Not Make Written or Oral
Therapeutic Claims for
Food Products

Frequently, thousands

of doliars of

good, nutritious foods such as food supplements, natural foods or so-called
health foods are seized and destroyed.

by the Courts at the request of FDA
on the ground that such products are
rnisbranded because the products have

by alleged written or
oral statements which constituted expressed or implied therapeutic claims
been "labeled"

for the products. Such therapeutic claims
under the food and drug laws make the
(Continued on next page)
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product "drug" and therefore should
be sold pursuant to all of the laws and

News Flqshes

regulations applicable to drugs. The fact

By Linda Clark
r/ In a report to the American Heart
Association, investigators announced
that drinking flve or more cups of coffee
a day produces an incrqased risk of heart
trouble.-Clinieal Fhysiology, Vol. 5,
No. 4, 1964

that the product may be "good for"
any speciflc disease is beside the point.
It is still considered as a drug product
under the ]aw.
In view of the foregoing, members- of
the NHI'who are in the business of sell-

ing any food product whether it be honey
and vinegar or unsprayed fruit or fruit
juices should not make therapeutic
claims for such products. Just sell such
products as good, wholesome and nutri-

tious foods.

The NHF believes that Congress is
with the health of the American people and wants to pass laws to
protect the health and welfare of all its
citizens. NHF will cooperate with Congress and with the U.S. Department of
concerned

Health, Education, and Welfare, by call-

ing to their attention the need for new
laws to protect the constitutional rights
of the people and to restrict any unauthorized and unreasonable administration of the Iaw.

tz

Tl:,e Royal Victoria Hospital, Montreal, has learned that a woman who
adds supplements to her diet (vitamins
and minerals) produces a larger, health-

ier baby in proportion to the time her
diet is supplemented.-Herald of Health,

May 1964
t/ Nature is being pushed farther and
farther into the background. Shelf life

(in the store) is increased. A new technique has been added. "Carrots and
other foods are being exploded from a
special gun to make them light for shipping, as tasty as fresh food, and much
Scientists are also,
faster to cook.
using this new process on apple slices,
blueberries, pieces of beets, turnips, potatoes and sweet potatoes.

News Flosh
this issue goes to press, we are
advised by the Monrovia office of
N.H.F. that we are $4,200 short of
the $10,000 goal set for our Liberty
Stamps drive. Forty-five per cent
of N.Itr.F. rnembers have responded
with a tlonation, but fifty-five per
A.s

cent have not. If you are one of
those who have not responiled,
please, for your own sake and that
of your children and future genera-

tions, sentl in a contribution in
accordance with your ability to do
so. Wn MUST R,EACH TIIIS GOAL
IF N.H,F. IS TO KEEP UP WITH
ffs PROGBAM. Thanks in advance for your kindness in this
matter.

"Explosion-pufied foods are cheaper
to ship and store, save time for the
housewife, and take a shorter time for

cooking.
l/

-Science

Wheqtgrqss

25 Exeter Street
Boston, Mass. U.S.A. 02116

Much has been written during the
past two years regarding wheatgrass
mannas and the simple diet. Stories
about its wonders have been translated
into the Japanese, Spanish and French
languages, and practically every health
journal throughout the world has had
favorable comments to make about it'
But today, let us look at a short summary of what it is and what it seems
to mean for suffering humanity everywhere.

A

good start

is kept in a comfortable environment
and receives everything the Almighty
intended it to have in the way of nourishment, fresh air and sunshine, it can

go on living indeflnitely, immune to any
disease. At the rate the gristle of the

human skeleton calcifles, the average
life span of an individual should be

tc 1,000 years. Therefore, the logical conclusion is that if you are sick

close

News Letter, APril 11, 1964

intend.ed

(Continued on page 24)
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is to saY that eminent
if the human body

scientists admit that

it

concern manufactures ready-mixed dehydrated soups, salts for carbonating
water, flavored soda salts for making
carbonated beverages and chewing gum.
Street Journal, April 15, 1964
-Wall
/ Isidore Alterman, president of a chain
of 55 Big Apple supermarkets, reports
that he expected sales to rise above $100

Monnq

By ,{nn Wigrnore, D.D.

."

There's money in food!
The Borden Company has acquired
a substantial interest in Gallina Blanca,
a leading food company of Spain. The

--- God's

merely means that your body has not
received the nourishment the Almighty

it to have.

But unfortunately, there is no matell us what nutrient or nutrients may be missing from our ailing
bodies, and no group of specialists, no
matter how learned, can do anything
chine to

but guess at what the sick body lacks.
And, as this country now bears the disgraceful badge of the "sickest civilized
nation on earth," those guesses in the
past must have been rather faulty.
With the foregoing as a scrt of introduction, let us see where the wheatgrass
therapy ccmes into the Picture.
Dieticians say that the human bodY
SEPTEMBER,
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consists of probably 20 major minerals
and some half a dozen trace elements.
With that conclusion I cannot agree.
My simple "kitchen experiments" have
proved such limits unsound. The Bible
tells us that the Almighty fashioned the
human form from "dust" and as that
dust consists in ali probability of a little
of each of the 103 known minerals which
make up the earth, the lack of any one
of those nutrients might well be the
cause of sickness. My spiritual faith
rebels against the idea that the Almighty
selected a score or so minerals from the
"dust" when He constructed the human

form. Of course, careful analyses may
only show some 20 major minerals in
the composition of the body but the
trouble is with the analyses and not
with

a wrong interpretation of the meaning of the Biblical "dust." Perhaps there
are minerals used in the human body
where a single grain is sufficient for the
entire mechanism and if that single
grain is missing, ill health may result.
This is not as farfetched as it may seem

at first glance. The hairspring of

a

watch weighs less than one-tenth of one

per cent of the weight of the entire
mechanism, and yet if it is missing or
is broken, the watch is useless. To use
a health term-the watch is "sick."
And now to the grass itself.
Grass is the only vegetation that will
healthfully support an animal frorn birth
to a prime old age. And a human being
is only a higher type of animal. And
soil experts are agreed that grass that is
sprouted from wheat and allowed to
develop its allotted green juice is the

"king" of all the 4,700 species of
(Continued on next Page)

grass,

from the 100-foot bamboo of the tropics
to the inch-high, hair-like growth of the
arctic tundra. What is even more interesting is that soil experts are also agreed

that the grass sprouted from ordinary
wheat, in soil, contains the greatest variety of minerals, vitamins and trace elements of any vegetation and, if taken
alive when it is positive, it probably
gives to the body a little-not necessarily enough, but a little-of every one of
those 103 chemical elements which make
up this earth.
Our hundreds of "kitchen experiments" with "incurables"-the human
wrecks who have been abandoned by
medical science as beyond the reach of
either medicine or surgery-have, with-

out a single exception, brought forth
miracles of bettered health. These experiments with "incurables" were conclucted under the eyes of their regular
medical physicians.
At this point it might be well for me
to state that I have no products to sellnot even wheat. I merely want to share
this priceless knowledge with all who
'Wheatgrass may be grown
anyone, all through the year, in any

may need

it.

by
part of the world. It requires no direct
sunlight and grows better in boxes indoors than outside in the sunshine. But
wheatgrass juice is a most fragile liquid
and lives less than three hours after
extraction from the blades of the grass.
Thousands of persons are using wheat-

grass juice regularly, homegrown, and
these unfortunates have been suffering
from about every type of disease modern science has labeled. In not a single
instance have I errer heard of anyone
who followed the simple directions who
was not bettered materially in health.
I will be glad to send data to any
interested person on receipt of a selfa large
addressed, stamped envelope
one preferred.
And God bless you all.
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News Fleshes
(Continued from page 22)

million in

1965 and profits to be considerably higher than in the current year.

The New Cstqrqcf Picture: Cure Wifhout
Operofion
Irving A. Kurinsky, Direetor
Council for Eesearch & Autogenie Training
to nrnprove Defective Sight fnc.

J. S. Rhinehart, president of Shop-Rite

Foods, Inc., expects sales

to

increase

from over $97 million in 1963 to 9106
million in 1964. Shop-Rite operates 75
Piggly Wiggly supermarkets.
Street Journal, April 13, 1964
-WatrI

lz Modern drugs

and certain food addi-

tives and other contaminants may produce reactions which mimic various diseases, according to Dr. Thomas FL Stern-

We report a significant advance-perhaps unprecedented-in the mastering
of cataract, without operation, by a member of the N.H.F. After a dozen years of
concentration on the investigation, control and reduction of this condition without surgery, these results are ready to
be reported.

berg and Dr. Stanley M. Bierman. UCLA
Medical School.-drclaives of Derrnatol-

In over 90% of. the cataract patients
worked with, the following effects were

ogy

attained:

t, }Jow are drug flrms faring fi.nancially? Chas. Ffizer & Co. reported a

record first quarter (three mcnths) earnings of over $11 million in 1964 as compared to over $10 million in the last
quarter of 1963. John Mcl(een. president, announced that he views the rest

of

with "buoyant optimism."
Street Journal, April 28, 1964
-Wall
t/ Three science writers, Earl Ubell,
1964

Stuart Loory and Joseph Hixson, report
these interestirfg facts about the tie-up
between the AMA and the drug industry. "The AMA maintains the world's
biggest clearing house for medical information. Its journals, conventions and
councils pour out thousands of works
on the practice of medicine.

"In return, the AMA receives

much

of its income from these activities. A1most half of its multi-million-dollar
budget comes from [drug] advertising in
its journals, although the AMA has denied repeatedly that money has anything to do with its siding with the pharmaceutical industry in the latter's war
against federal control.

(Continued inside back cover)
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1. The cataracts stopped developing,

completely (in.both eyes), within flve
appointments.

2. The cataracts already present reduced regularly and the vision improved.

3. The need

for operation was elim-

inated.

Today, practically all the medical experts, from the American Medical Association to the distinguished eye specialist, to the general practitioner, will tell

you there is only one satisfactory approach to the problem of cataract: diagnose, let it develop, operate. In most
cases the second eye is affected as well.
The usual procedure is to operate to
remove the crystalline lens from the
more affected eye, then later, at what
is considered the proper time, the second eye is operated on in its turn. Then
usually a series of heavy cataract lenses
are. fitted to replace the missing lens.
These glasses have to be worn for the
rest of the patient's life. Without them
he is blind.
Doctors will tell you that after the
operation the sight is never as good as
with the normal eye. Iri time, after the
SEPTEMBER,
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operation (if it is "successful"), the
vision straight ahead through the glas'ses
is comparatively satisfactory, but the
side vision is said to be lost. For this
reason two recent cataract patients trav-

eled 1,200 miles to Los Angeles to get
help for the second eye because "I didn,t
want to go through it again."
The most frequent cause of blindness

in older

people, senile cataract,

is

ob-

viously a serious problem here and in

the rest of the world. The search for its
solution has been pursued since the earliest times but no satisfbctory answer
was fonnd. Consider the more than
200,000 cataract operations performed
annually in the United States. No patient prefers to have an operation. This
article points out how most patients with

cataract (including diabetic cataract)
can end the cataract developing process
within themselves, improve their sight,
and escape operation.

The writer is an Eye Trainer who is
in the more serious vision
problems. Cataract was (and of course,
still is) said to be unable to be helped.
Knowing a little about the ability of the
body to respond, this attitude seemed
unduly hopeless. People recover from

interested

all kinds of grave conditions.

Why

should cataract be the exception?
Only cataract was dealt with. It impressed this investigator that all cataract patients he interviewed:
1.

Had similar personality traits in

that there was always a basic sensitivity;
2. Had undergone some type of longcontinued stress;
(Continued on next page)
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insufficient nourishment; the tissues
"starve" and deterioration sets in. This
is called "cataract."

3. In more instances than not, there
rnight have been a nutritional deficiency
and some area of abnormal health elservhere in the body.

Wind a rubber band tightly around
your finger. Let it remain for a few

Only a very unobservant observer
would fail to sense a possible connection. There seemed the possibility of a

minutes. (But please don't let

cause-and-effect relationship,
Was this similarity an important clue?

gation followed.

would be to see what results would be
forthcoming when a state of greater

relaxation (the opposite of tension) was

brought about. Revolutionary devices
were originated to help the patient attain the desired relaxation. The results
reported at the beginning of this paper
seem to attest to the correctness of this
approach.

It

seems now

that cataract is a

PsY-

chosomatic "disease." It is caused by
the bcdy. It can be cured by the body.

We have two nerve-muscle systems:
the voluntary (which we can direct) and
the involuntary (which is not under

our control). Voluntary

muscles are

called "striated"; involuntary muscles
are called "smcoth." Please keep in
rnind that both the striated and the
smooth muscles can act in only one
way: both can only contract and relax.
The food we eat rnakes our blood.

This circulating blood feeds all our organs and tissues INCLUDING THE
CRYSTALLXNE LENS OI. THE EYE.
This lens is the part affected in cataract.
in the operation it is cut out and discarded.
26

The other flngers are as pink as before.

A greotly enlorged drowing of the orteriole, ond
the smqller copillories with their sphincter

SIowIy but surelY logic seemed to
inCicate that tension was the important
villain here. The proof of the pudding

remain

mally white? This is because the normal
blood flow has been interfered ;with.

No authority on cataract indicated stress
as the cause. But signiflcantly, neither
was there any success in its treatment-

bnly surgery. Patient years of investi-

it

for as long as you've had cataractl) Do
you notice that the part of the flnger
past the rubber band becomes abnor-

muscles

(see orrow).

The tight rubber band illustrates the
blood-retarding action of the sphincter
muscle under stress.

Now remove. the rubber band. The

The blood is carried to every part of

the body through the blood vessels.
These vary in size from the very large

arteries to the smallest capillaries. The

drawing illustrates an arteriole (much
enlarged) and the smaller capillaries

formed from the arteriole.

Most of us are not aware of this signifi.cant fact: the walls of the blood vessels are interwoven with muscle much
as a design is woven into cloth. These
are "smooth" muscles and are not under
our control. They tighten up automati-

cally in the presence of tension.

in the picture
that looks like a "Y" lying on its side
Tn'e large blood vessel

is an arteriole. The small blood vessels

formed frorn it are the capillaries. They
are tire sma]I vessels which nourish the

Iens. Directly where the capillaries are
formed from the arteriole is a round
muscle called a "sphincter." (The six
srh'dll arrows in the drawing point to
sphincters.) When we are exposed to
stress, these sphincters contract and
tighten u"p around the entrance to the
capillaries whose function it is to nourish the lens. The flovr of blood is reduced or stopped entirely; the lens gets
(Continued on next page)
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blood flow is released and the finger
regains its normal color.

Scientiflc A-merican magazine, in its
January 1959 issue, published a research

article titled "The Microcirculation of
the Eilood." The following paragraph,
quoted from this article, seems to give
scientific corroboration to our own anal-

state that when working with a cataract
patient he is never directed to do anything "with the eyes." Understand that
cataract is not a eause of an eye condition but an end result of tension within
a sensitive person, and anything we may
do directly with the eyes will be useless.
It might possibly bring on even more
strain and make the matter worse. Speciflc relaxation techniques have been developed for the whole person. Then ttre
cataract condition improves by indirection. The body "Iets go"; the circulation
is released; the cataract reduces; opera-

tion becomes unnecessary.

Thonk Your Denver N.H.F.
Members
We have just returned from Denver,
where we attended a one-day meeting
of N.H.F. members living in Denver and
vicinity. The speakers were extra good,
the attendance and enthusiasm all that
could be expected, in spite of the fact it
was put on as a last-minute project. The
result was as follows:
1. A new determination on the Part
of those attending from the Denver area

ysis of the cataract problem, derived
not from the laboratory but from practical experience and inference.
"In a large blood vessel.the tube of
endothelium is sheathed in fibrous tissue
interwoven with muscle. The flbrous
tissue imparts to the vessel a certain
amount of elasticity. The muscle is of
the "smooth" type characterized by its
ability to contract slowly and sustain its
contraction. The muscle cells are long
and tapering at both ends; they coil
around the vessel. In the tiny arterioles,
in fact, a single muscle cell may wrap
around the vessel two or three times.
When the muscle contracts, the bore of
the vessel narrows; when the muscle

of N.Itr.F. (The N.H.F. organization p1an,
as you will see from reading pages 3 to g
of this issue, is to have hundreds of
small chapters, rather than a few large

relaxes, the bore widens."

ones.)

So we have derived this principle:
"Tension is the main cause of cataract;
relaxation is cataraet's cure."
Readers may find it strange when we
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to more than double the membershiP
and to cooperate 100/, with N.H.F. if
we will hold a similar meeting in Den-

ver next year.
2. N.H.F. secured three new life
members at $100 and ten new regular
members.

3.

One doctor pledged to send

in ten

new members i'mmediately from among
his patients and thus set up a chapter

AII in aII, it was a wonderful meeting
and we came away with new inspiration
and determination to keep pressing forward for health freedom. Thank you,
I)enver.
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Reprinfs Now Avqilqble
The lollowing is a listing of items available from N.H.F. They have been corelully
refecfed and reproduced to provide yoo with t[e besf morteriol on ilre subiect. fhey atc
axcellent lor your health librcry, your chopter or club work, genersl knowledge, or
lriends. 7he cosf listed includes posfoge and handling. lf is f,oped thcrt as interestcd
memf,ers you will avoil yourselves of this matefioll.
Lots of
,n"tfi%, ten or more
Each

2. Eroyince of Ontario, Canada, Takes Stand Aeainst Fluoridation __..----.-.--_
4. Thte National Health Eederation-What It is .._....-..:.........-......._,-..-..............._....
5. A.IVI.A. Discovers Truth About Salk Vaccine-

Reprinted from the Journal

of 1-21-86

Shoutd Not DrinL Fluoridated

Treatment?
Lutz

,10

-......-...-.......-..--.. .08

6. Use of llumans as Drug Guinea Pigs Charged
---,- -.-.---- ---7. Polio Exemption Letter .-..--.--...-.... -.........,.....8. Three Opinions of the "Death Food propaganda"
.-........
on ttre Human Body --____-...--..-,.....-....-.._...,.-..-....,9. T,he Effects of Fluoride
you

10. rygdical Reasons Why
11. What's in the lloxsey
12. Ftatement by Karl B.

.OA

Watei

-

..

.OA

.08
.10
.08

-,...... .iO

.."...

.OA

-.-.--...-.,..,......-.-.... .fS

Stgrnl Over PoLio Vaccine?
__.____..--- .08
14. A.M.A._ Links 48 Drugs to Blood Damage
..-..-...--.---..-..--........._ .69
15. Fluqride vs. Freedom
..,..._-.... .tE
16. Merrlcal Monopoly Charged-Health croup Answers A.M.A. ...,....,...-....-.. .Oe
17.TrialSandTribuIationsofaNewRemedy.(Cancer)
18.3'ood You Eat
..--....-...-,...--..-............,.--........,.-...,--_
1,00
'.ZS
........................
!9. C[apter l9-Harvey Wiley's Autobiography
lQ. l.ie-W

?0. E.D.A, Campaign of Dece-ption ..-...--.-.-._...,...__.._-.. ......--..--..,.-..... .b0
21. .who
Senator Ashbrobk Report on School Tests
---------------,-------------- .2b
Is Tampering With the Soul of America?
.................. .2i
??.

,......--- .fO
?9. Who Murdered This GirI? (Cancer)
?4. I4tenliwe Immunization Hearings --......--...-.-._-........... ..,..-.-.-.-.... 1:00
?Q. The Biological and Po1itical Corisequences of Malnutrition ......-....-.-........-- .iO
26. Cqrcinogens in the Human Enviroriment
.,-.--..--..--_----------...--.- 1.lO
27. T}re Phillips Case ....,,............
.............. ,...,..-...... .fO
28. Health for All Life .......,.-..-..,...
.-..-_....,..,..-.......--. .10
29. Citizens Cancer Rights-Morales
-......----.-...-- ,15
30. Twelve Questions-Cancer ----..---------..
.--.---..-- .1t
31. The Pittsburgh Trial-Cancer
.........--...--.-,..... .80
33. Resolution Concerning Tdal by
"Press Release
------..-..--.------ .Zo
34, Legal. and Leglslative Aspects -on Health Monopoly-N.H.F. ---......---.......... .2b
35. Scientific vs. "Smear" Tattics in Modern Medicine
.................... .Zs
by Dr. G. W. Crane, Ph.D., M.D. -.-....--.......-.
- Regulation
36.
vs. Regimentation-Milton Bass .---.------,--.--.--...-- ,Zi
37. Twentielh Century Erosion of Our Therap€utic Freedoms

by James Stephenson, M.D., D-HT ,-_-----,,-----...--..--..-....... .28
...... .2i
!q. I.. B. Mason's-The Autocrat of the Breakfast Table
as
an
Approach
to
Dobreer,
D.O.
........---..... .20
Quackery-David
QQ. {o4op_oly.
19. 4 Reply !o an Unjustified AttaCk-Joseph Broadman, M.O. ..........._.......... .25
4!. Are We Starving to Death? ........-......-.-....-...,........................__...-.......,._.-.........---....... .15
42. Your Heatth-What It Is Worth to the Racketeer ..............--.,..................-..--..- .25
43. ry-orth.Dqko-ta Agripultural College Bulletin No. 72: Bleaching of Flour.-- .25
44. Chemicals in Food
.......-..--,......-..-_...-................... .ZD

Each

Mqcrocystis Pyriferq (Seq Wqter) qs q
Source of Trqce Elements
in Humqn Nutrition
Redd of the Second Interno,lionol Seawced Symposium ol the
Norwegion fechnicql Institule st frondheim, Norwoly, on JuIy l4th, 1955
George L. Seifert, M.D.
E Curtis Wootl, Jr., M.D.

.03
.03
.o4
.04
.03
.03
.05
.08
.04
.07
.05
.10

.03
.03
.13
.03
.02

.80
.10

.40
.10

.10
.03
.80
.02
.90
.o2
.02
.05
.05
.50
.10
.10
.10

.10
.10
.10
.10
.10
.10
.13
.18
.18
.18
.18
.18
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Introduction

fn the United States of America there
is a slow but definite increase of interest,
on the part of the medical profession, in
the general subject of trace elements in
human nutrition. Whereas formerly this

whole field was largely under the influence of the cultist ancl food facltlist,
it is now being actively promoted by
.many of the best pharmaceutical houses
in America. Ttrey are constantly informing the physician of recent advances in
nutrition which emphasize the importance of an adequate supply of vitamins
and minerals all through life, from infancy, through adolescence, middle age,
and especially in old. age. There are indications that some day tlte average
American may be as well fed as his pet
dog or his black Angus cattle!

With the development of the antibiotics, vaccines and other compounds,

nearly all the infectious diseases have
been brought under control and are seldom the problems they used to be. Ttris

means that the degenerative diseases
are becoming more and more important
with nutrition frequently playing a major

role. Vitamins are now generally accepted and minerals are slowly assuming
the position they deserve. It is probably

true that minerals may actually be more
important than vitamins for goocl healt}
and resistance to disease, some authorSBPTEMBER,

1964

ities having statetl that manl, vitamins
are functionless in the absence of minerals.

Organic vs. Inorga,nic
Because of the great strides that have
been made in chemistry, it is possible
to synthesize many of the vitamin and
mineral compounds that are used in
medicine. Once again we find two main
schools of thought: those who believe
that the natural, organic trace element
is much better utilized by the human
body than is the synthetic one, and those

it makes very
After more than 20
years' experience in this fleld, the auwho honestly feel that

little

difference.

thors are convinced that, at least in the
case of certain trace elements, the organic form is better assimilateal than is
the slnrthesized product. A very simple

example

is that of iron. Various inor-

ganic compounds of iron have been produced in many laboratories for the treatment and prevention of anemia. Yet it
seems that no matter which procluct is
used there is always a number of pa-

tients who report intestinal disturbances and we fincl that a large percent-

age of the iron is not absorbetl. This is
rarely the case if the iron has gone
through plant metabolism and is in the

It is, then, our
by and large, the or-

vegetable, organic form.

conviction that,

(Continued on next page)
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ganic trace elements are more beneflcial
and can be better utilized by the human
than can the inorganic products,

Soil vs.

Sea

It is well known that

soils used for

farming may easily become exhausted
or deflcient in certain important substances. Plants, like people, apparently
differ in their trace element requirements and in their ability to adjust to
various deficiencies. Caulffiowqr, for ex:
ample, will develop a brown ring unless
there is at least one part per billion of
molybdenum in the soil in which it is
grown. Other plants are able to flourish
without it. ft is almost impossible for
any farmer to supply his fielcls with
all the many trace elements in just the

proper concentrations. Therefore, many
of the vegetables that come to market
are deficient in some minerals, because
the soil in which they were grown was

lacking. While two carrots may look
identical, chemical analysis will show
that their iodine content varies from 20
parts per million to as high as 1,000
parts per million. The same crops from
different areas of the world will differ
in mineral content, depending on the
soil and the manner in which they were
gIown.

The ocean is the greatest storehouse
of minerals and, while the exact com-

position of its waters may differ slightly,

the mineral content is relatively constant, as compared to the soils of the
world. In a single cubic mile of sea

water there are, on the average, 166
million tons of dissolved salts, and in
all the oceans of the earth there are
about 50 quadrillion tons. It is in the
nature of things for this quantity to be

gradually increasing over the millennia,
as the rivers carry precious topsoil ever
seaward. Every hour of every day, the
earth is getting poorer and the ocean
richer, as far as minerals are concerned.

VITAMIN CAPSULES

Therefore, vegetables that grow in the
sea are much more constant in their

mg.
mg.
mg.
mg.
mg.
mg.
mg.
mg.

mineral content than are earth-grown
plants. Furthermore, because of the
wealth of minerals in the sea and their

ready availability, ocean-grown plants
tend to have more minerals in greater
quantity than the land-grown species,
making them more valuable in some
respects for human consumption.

Such was the reasoning

which

prompted the authors to undertake the
use of macrocystis pyrifera as a source
of trace elements. The preparation selected was harvested from the Pacific
Ocean, washed, dried and compressed

into tablets. Chemical and

spectro-

scopic analysis failed to show the presence of cobalt, and since this mineral
and folic acid are both helpful in bloocl
formation, these two substances were
atlded to the powdered plant. The vitamin preparation used in this study is a
high-potency B complex and Vitamin C
capsule. The two products supply a total
of 35 minerals and vitamins. Their an'alysis is as follows:
MINERAL TAELETS

Moisture
17.5 mg.
Pr-otein (crude) ..---..--...26.2 l,re.
Fiber (crude)
-----.-- 25.2 rr,eNitrogen-free Extract
15?.3 mE.
Fat .---.----...-....-.
....-... 1.19 mE.
Ash ......---.....--..
-...--., 122.5 mE.
fodine .......,.-.--.
.56 mE.
Calciu-rn
3.67 mg.
Phosphorus
------,----- 1.18 mg.
fron -........-..----.,
..--..-. 1.29 mE.
g-opper.
----...-..........-. .0028 mg.
Magnesium
2.b mE.
Manganese
--,-..-..--- .0052 mg.
Sodium
13.9 mE.
Potassium
.-,--..------. 39.0 mE.
Chlorine
45.7 IIIE.
Sulphur
3.5 mE.
Folic Acid
.25 m!.
Cobalt --..---.-.-.-.05 mE.
..,,.---...-...00115 mg.
&iboflavin
Niacin ....-....-,,..
-....... .0192 mg.
Carotene
.00?? mE.
Spectroscopic analysis showed the followine:

Barium, Boron, Chromium, Lithium, Nickdl,
Qilicon, Silver, Strontium. Titanium, Vanadium and Zinc-

(Continued on next page)
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The recommended dosage of these food

supplements was three tablets and one
capsule daily, taken all at once and preferably at breakfast time, to insure reg-

ularity of

use.

50 questionnaires were sent out and
157 replies were used. The information
1-.

The average nurn-

ber of colds contracted per year before
and after taking the food supplements.
2. Any change in the severity or duration of colds after use of the minerals
and vitamins. 3. Had there been any
improvement in energy and the ability

to withstand fatigue after use of

the

preparations? 4. When weight control

waF

a problem, did the vitamin

Tablo No. 1
to Queetionnaires

157 Replies

HoE
tr,
ots
slc
aisb

78 people took minerals
79 people took minerals

o
EX
q,

only.

and

mineral consumption make it easier for
these individuals to limit their food intake, possibly through the satisfaction

6',s

FE

and vitamins.

3
1. Average number

of colds

per year prior to taking
supplements .......--..-..-,--.-_.-----------.-_2. Average number of colds
per year after taking

The Stualy

requested included:

I)ata from

supplements

---...-.

202

188

b0

BB

Incidence of colals reduced by 75.8% 79.2%
3. Less discomfort from colds
(cough, sore throat, sinusitis) Bb 40
neporting less discomfort .-......4d.4qo 51.6qo
4. Colds of shorter duration .---...- 22
22..Beporting shorter aluration 28.5/0 27.9%
5. No noticeable change in the

number or duration of colds 10
Reporting no improvement ......1L.7Vo

B

B.B%

6. Increased energy and

resistance to fatigue ----..--..---,---..- 52
46
Reporting tess fatigue ........-_......67.dTo 59.2%
7. No change in energy :---------------,- 1g
22
Just as tireal as before -..--_,,.-..-.2J.2% 27.4%
8. Easier to control appetite
and weight-less hiil-den

hunger

-.........---.-.---..---,.--..--------,--..-,-.-

Reporting less apDetite

for

28

27

food,..-...---._._.:--.,,.--.---...........-..-2g.gqo 84.2%

of "hidden hunger"?

9. No easier

Those reporting had been using the
preparations for from one month to
seven years, with an average period of
22.1 months. We realize that questions
of this kincl arb too subjective, from a
statistical standpoint, for an altogether
accurate analysis. Ifowever, the results
have definitely corroborated the clinical

T'hose who took the mineral tablets
only reported a 75.8% reduction in the
number of colds, while those who supplemented their diets with both minerals
and vitamins showed a reduction of
79.2%. These flgures are close enough

observations

of the authors as to

the

value of trace elements and their contribution in the control of co1ds, fatigue
and appetite.
Table No. 1 shows the details of the
study.
1. Vegormin Tablets.
2. Vegorvitg Capsules-

Distributed by Crestmont Laboratories, Philadelphia 36-, Ph.

SEPTEMBER,
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to controt appetite 37.670
Frequency of Colds

B4.Z%

to suggest that the chief factor in lessdning the frequency of colds is the minerals,
rather than the B complex ancl Vitamin
C. Since the United States Public Health
Service has estimated that Americans

will have a total of some 500 million
colds in 1955, a reduction of 79Vo on a

nationwide basis.would be of great value

both to the individual and to industry.
(Continued on next page)
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45.4%

Severity of Colds
of those who answered

Similarly, only
this

question reported a decrease in the discomfort of colds when taking the minerals alone and 50.6% found that their
colds were less severe when they took

the eombination of minerals and vitamins.

I)uration of Coltls
Many people have found, after taking

traee elements for a reasonable periocl
of time, that if the symptoms of a cold
do start it never fully develops and is
gone in a few days time. The studY
showed almost identical flgures for those
on minerals only and those taking both28.5% and27.8Vo feeling that their colds

were of shorter duration than they used

to

be.

No Change in Severity or I)ura,tion of
Colds

t].T% of the people using minerals
stated that they had been unable to
detect any change in the cliscomfort
from colds, nor had they been of shorter
duration. Orly 3.8% of those taking both
minerals and vitamins felt that there had
been no improvement along these lines.
Less Fatigue

One of the commonest comPlaints
voiced by Americans to their doctors is
that they are tired. tr'atigue is, of course,
the result of many factors-some psychological, some emotional and some
physical. It is quite possible that
macrocystis pyrifera tablets help to reIieve abnormal degrees of fatigue by
improvrng the blood picture, or perhaps
through stimulatron of the thyroid glantl
because of the high iodine content. What-

ever the exact mechanism, 6?.5% of the
people taking only the minerals reported
less fatigr-le and an increase in energy.
This figure was a little higher, strangely

enough, than the 58.2/o tepotted by
those taking both the food supplements.

23.2Vo

of those on min-

erals alone reported that they were just
as tired as ever, whiLe 27.4/o of those

taking both could feel no difference
far as fatigue was concerned.

as

Ea,sier to Control Appetite
Many of the 157 individuals reported
that excessive appetite and obesity was
no problem for them, but 29.9% said it

was easier for them to control their
appetites and eat less when they took
the mineral tablets. As might be expected, a slightly greater number34.2%-telt that the combination of
minerals and vitamins was helpful in

this regard.
No Change in Appetite Control
37.6/o on minerals alone reported that
there hacl been no difference in their de-

sire for food, a flgure which was close
to the 34.2% of those taking both.
rmprovement in Hemoglobin Level

It

that two out of three
between the age of
15 ancl 50 are anemic. The vast maiority
of these cases are the result of dietary
deficiencies. Pregnancy predisposes to
anemia and tends to make such women
more anemic as the pregnancy prohas been said

women

in America

gresses.

400 pregnant patients,

consecutive
cases in private practice, were placed on

three rnineral tablets a day ancl their

hemoglobin levels were ascertained at
each monthly prenatal visit. This series
of women started out with an average
hemoglobin of. 65Vo, showed a consistent
rise each month, and after eight to ten
weeks of medication they endecl up with
an average hemoglobin level of 83%.
Furthermore, this average rise of 18%
units during the pregnancy was accomplished without any of the gastrointestinal disturbances so often associated

with inorganic iron

therapy.

(Continued on next page)
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Other Patients B,eported Benefits From
Macrocystis $nifera

Over the years, individual patients
have reported a great many benefits

which they have credited to the minerals
used as a foocl supplement, Time does

not permit enlarging upon this aspect
of the subject, other than to list a few
of them.
1. Improvement in the color and
quality of the hair.
2. Less brittle finger nails.
3. Less fragile capillaries,
denced by less bruising.

as

evi-

4. Relief of certain skin conditions.
5. Increase in virility.
6. Marked improvement in arthritic

cases.

7. Relief

iritis

of eye conditions, such as

and cataract.
8. Less constipation.
9. Increased sense of well-being.
Conclusions

Macrocystis pyrifera is an effective
and inexpensive source of trace elements
and is useful in human nutrition.
Reprints of this article may be secured

from the National Health Federation,
P.O. Box 686, Monrovia, California.
Price: single copies,2Sg; in lots of 10
or more, 101 each.

A $6 million damage suit was filecl
against four San Francisco hospitals antl
by a

young

surgeon who claimed his career faces
ruin because he backed President Kennedy's Medicare program.
Dr. Stanford W. Ascherman, of 450
Sutter St., said his failure to follow the
official policies of the societies led to his
dismissal from the staffs of the French,
St. Joseph's, Franklin and Hahnemann
Hospitals.
SEPTEMBER,
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alleged the societies, hospitals and a long

list of "John Does" acted. "both sepa.
rately and in conspiracy with another
... to injure and destroy the plaintiff in
the exercise of his profession."

The doctor said he publicly questioned

the activities of the SIM and Whitehall
on Jan.

I,

a962, challenging the sociefiz's

"lobbying activities" in attacking the
Medicare bill.
Soon after that, the suit alleges, the

defendants caused him to be dropped
from the medical staffs of all nonprofit

general hospitals here.
The doctor said the Mutual LiabiUty
Insurance Co. refused to renew his malpractice policy, although he has never
been sued for malpractice.
His suit also charges he ceased receiving any calls from the Direct Wire
Telephone Service, which refers persons
who phone for a doctor to its clients.
The doctor's suit seeks a court order
preventing any of the defendants from
"continuing their conspiracy.,, He asked
that the four hospitals be enjoined from
continuing to exclude him from their
staffs.

Dr.

Ascherman, whb has practiced

here since 1959, is a staff surgeon at

$6 Million Suit Filcd
by Doclor

several medical societies

In the suit, filed late Thursday in Superior Court here, the 36-year-old doctor

Polyclinic Hospital and house physician
at the Press and Union League Club.
Ife was graduated from Stanford University and took his medical degree at

the University of Illinois.-From

San

Francisco News Call-Bulletin

Truth in labeling can go too far.
fmagine Omar Khayyam wooing his girl
friend with: "A loaf of bread, calcium
propionate adcled to retard spoilage, a
jug of wine, color added, and thou.,,
Times, Ttre Kiplinger

-Changing
Magazine

Book Rerriew

The Emoiions in Sickness
The Emotions in Sickness is more
than a book on the emotions' It explains

the nature, the prevalenee and what to
do for nervous and emotional disorders;
covers a broad philosophy

of life,

one

that explains human nature-why people

are what they are and why they do what
they cto; and explains the part nutrition
plays in the cause and correction of emo-

F&D Sleuih Fqults Devices

Employed by Medicol
Profession
"Thousands of instruments and mechanical devices used by physicians.
have been
throughout the country
found to be defective, a federal medical
sleuth reported in the past week."
This quote is a reminder that the
"holiness" boys, who so severely crit-

tional and behavioral Problems.
The author of the book, Dr. George
A. Wilson, a retired chiropractor, is not
unknown to our N.H.f'. members. Two
of his books have in the past been mentioned in the N.H.F. Bulletin and he w.as
a popular speaker at our Long Beach
Convention last year.
Dr. Wi]son has been active in research
for many years, having been the Research Director for four years at the
large Spears Chiropractic Hospital of

cize chiropractic for employing diagnostic and therapeutic devices they
deem evidences of quackery, are not
entirely without fault. A surgeon of
the Food and Drug Administration revealed the shortcomings of widely-her-

Denver, Colorado, is now the Director of
Research for the International Chiro-

Dr. Martin Dobelle, in his report to
the Society, citecl a scalpel manufaeturer who recalled 127,000 blacles because, it was found, "some did not un-

practic Biophysical Research

Society,

and is the author of eight books, written
on his original research findings, mostly

in nutrition.
fhe Ernotions in Sickness, regular
price $5.95, is available to N.H.F. members for $4.50 and an N.H.F. discount
stamp by writing Dr. Wilson, 6455 Don
Julio St., Long Beach 15, California

vention recently, according to an article

in the N.Y. Suntlay

News by Richard
Lyons, Science Writer for the publication.

FOR WItLS
For the convenience of those who wish to

incorporate into their will a bequest for use in
research and the general work of the National

Ifealth Federation,
I gite, detise, and bequeath to the National
Health Federation, q corporalim, located, in

Monrovia, California, Lhe vm of $...... ....
(or ?ro?erty herein described) to be useA by its
eoaid 'of ior.rnort as they deetn adtisabli for
the benefit of saiA institutioru and, its ptogrmfl.
Shoul<I the donor desire to create a Memorial
Fund, insert after "propertv herein described,"
the same to be kniun' anld. designated' as tlie
. Menuial Fur.d."

government must prove an instrument
or deviee defective. Pending law would
place the burden of proving the quality
of his product on the manufacturer. . . .
Sort of like the failure, damage or death

in vaccination cases. Fatalities or crippling aftermath are never iatrogenic
(doctor caused) but blamed on the man-

ufacturer. (Source material furnishecl
by Dr. Frank J. Owen, Jr.)
Editorial from the Denver, Colorado,

dergo any sterilization whatever."
tr'urthermore, he said that imperfectly

implanted "pacemakers" (to regulate
heart action) were so poorly designecl
that patients ran a risk of being electrocuted ,"vhen the gadgets were reOther faults were cited, among them
a pin to hook broken hips together was
found to be so badly designed that it
broke easily; yet it was used on 3,000
patients.

Criticism also appliecl to plastic tubes
that broke when slippeil inside the heart,
killing several patients. Syringes and
needles were named among "troubiesome items" unearthed by the F&D Enforcement Division.
(Continued on next page)
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benefit of the sick according to my ability and judgment. I will keep thdm from
harm and injustice.
"f will neither give a deadly drug to
anybody if asked for it, nor
a suggestion to this effect.

"I will

will I make

not use the knife, not even on

sufferers from stone, but

in favor of

in this work.

will withdraw

such men as are engaged

"Whatever houses I may visit, I will
come for the benefit of the sick, remain-

ing free of all intentional injustice, of
all mischief, . . ."-f,qui5 Lasagna, M.D.,
associate professor, Johns Hopkins Med-

ical School.-New York Times magazine,
June 28, 1964

Sanigram.

News Flqshes
(Continued from page 24)

"A third of its money comes from

membership dues, $35 per member per

charged.

90815.
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alded medical and surgical devices at the
(New York) State Medical Society con-

Of course, none of this places blame

on the medical profession! However,
legislation is pending to correct existing evils. As matters now stand, the

year, delivered to the local medical so-

cieties, many

of whom compel their

members to join the AMA as well."

Another example: "A $100,000 grant
to the student loan program of the

AMA's Educational Research Foundation has been made in 1964 by the Chas.
Pfizer & Co. The same drug firm made
identical gtants in 1962 and 1963."
fl'a1sisco Examiner, June 23, 1964
-$411
y' "Many people were shocked recently
to learn that not all physicians are required to swear to the Hippocratie oath

upon receiving their M.D. degree. A
survey of American medical schools
showed that about one in four does not
administer professional oaths of any
kind. At a time when so many ethical
problems both old and new are being
hotly discussed in the field of medicine,
is it possible that the Hippocratic oath
has lost its value?"
Some of the promises included in the
Hippocratic oath are:
"I will apply dietetic measures for the
SEPTEMBER,

1964

lWhat about the FDA's influence? Here
is one opinion: "The U.S. FDA, which
everybody has to listen to whether or
not it knows what it's talking about, has
decided that everyone is confused, and
that it is its bounden duty to protect
people from their own unintelligence.
Hence it has issued an order that no

food manufacturer can even mention
whether its fats are saturated or unsaturated.n-From an editorial in the Wall
Street Journal, June 12, 1964
"'We must

not condemn our

'We must inform

critics.

them."-Joe D. Nichols,

M.D., president, Natural Food Associates.

ln Numbers fhere ls Strength
Join the

Notionql Heolih Federotion
ond Moke Your Voice Efiective
P.O. Box 685, Monrovio, Golifornio
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